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Arsenal vs psg goals
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Premier League showed a sharp rise in cases to coincide with the international break, his agent said on Monday. More » Arsenal: Leno (6), Bellerin (6), Sokratis (5), Mustafi (6), Kolasinac (5), Erneny (6), Nguyen Duzi (8), Iwobi (6), Mkhitaryan (5), Ozil (7), Aubameyang (7) Subs: Ramsey (5), Lacazette
(8), Maitland-Niles (6), Holding (7), Chambers (6), Nelson (5), Nketia (6), Smith-Lowe (6), Willock (6), Martinez (6) PSG: Buffon (5), George (5), Limane (5), Nsoki (5), Mbe Sow (5), Diara (6), Berndede (5), Rabiot (6), Tufiqui (6), Nukunk (7), Weah (6) Subs: Zagre (5), Thisaco (5), Fresange (5), Bahebeck
(5), Postrachi (5), Lo Celso (5), Sibois (4) Man of the Match: Matteo Nguyenduzi Team Arsenal PSG have made four appearances so far. Arsenal won two games in person. PSG have won 0 games. Two games ended in a draw. In direct game averages, both teams scored 3.75 goals per game. Arsenal
averaged 1.60 goals per game. 5 at (83.33%) at home with a total goal (team and opponent) of 1.5 or more. 5 at (83.33%) in the 2020 season, the total goals scored at home (teams and opponents) were 2.5 or higher. PSG averaged 2.84 goals per game in the 2020 season. In 8 (88.89%) away matches
totaled more than 1.5 goals (teams and opponents). In 6 (66.67%) away matches totaled more than 2.5 goals (teams and opponents). Here are a number of statistics that make it easier to predict the outcome of a match between the two teams. Below the text is a list of games directly. Streaks found in



direct matches were found directly in matches!! Both teams have scored in the match BBTS in the last four games » The total goal in the last two games was 2.5 » The total goal total in the last two games was 3.5 » Or more » The total of goals in the last four games was 1.5 » The total of first-half goals in
the last four games was 0.5 or more » 10.5 or less in the last two games of the corner. For the team: Arsenal stats You can check the team-only streak: PSG stats See more streak stats for today's game: click here
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